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PREFACE

Meteorological studies suggest that technologically feasible oper- ;

ations might trigger substantial changes in the climate over broad re-

gions of the globe, Depending on their character, locatiin, and scale,

these changes might be both deleterious and irreversible. If a foreign

power were to bring about such perturbetions either overtly or covertly,

either Maliciously or heedlessly, the res.Its might be seriously detri-

mental to the security and welfare of this country. So that the United

Staces may react rationally and effectively to any such actions, it is

essential that we have the capability to: (1) evaluate all consequen-

ces of a variety of possible actions that might modify the climate,

(2) detect trends in the global circulation that presage changes in

the climate, either natural or artificial, and (3) determine, if pos-

sible, means to counter potentially deleterious climatic changes. Our

possession of this capability would make incautious experimentation

unnecessary, and would tend to deter malicious manipulation. To this

end, the Advanced Research Projects Agency initiated a study of the

dynamics of climate to evaluate the effect on climate of environmental

perturbations. The present Memorandum is a technical contribution to

this larger study.

Rand's position on climate and weather modification studies was

asserted in its publications RM-3205-NSF and RM-5835-NSF. The approach

to understanding the consequences of climate change must consist of

many converging paths.

The present work, by Professor Bje-knes, has strong implications

for our envisioned global models of atmospheric and oceanic circulation.

It is a pilot study that takes note, first, of a regional ocean/atmo-

sphere interaction in the equatorial Pacific, and second, of probably

related remote effects across the face of the globe.

Professor Bjerknes is on the faculty of the Department of

Meteorology at the University of California at Los Angeles, an0J is

a consultant to The Rand Corporation.
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SUMMARY

From t~e record of monthly sea and air temperature at Canton

Island, 2048'S, 171')43'W, November 1964 has be,- ,. lected as typify-

ing the ari.d conditions associated with anomalously cold equatorial

water, and as representing a contrast to November 1965 with its near-

maximum water temperature and abundant raintall. Air circulation

along the equator also differs significantly, the cool November 1964

being claracterized by uninterrupted Lasterlies frn- South America

to eastern Indoneqis with return flow in the upper half of the tropo-

sphere, whereas the corresponding circulation in November 1965 is

confined to the eastern equatorial Pacific. In the western equator-

ial ocean, the w2akening, or even elimination, of easterly wind stress,

from 1964 to 1965, stops the upwelling, so as to permit the ocean

surface to warm.

The large-scale feedback upon the atmosphere is seen to be: a

general warming from November 1964 to November 1965 of the complete

belt of the tro-ical troposphere with inherent strengthening of the

upper tropospheric westerlies in both hemispheres. This underlines

the importance for global climatic forecasting of monitoring, and if

possible predicting, the atmosphere/ocean interaction in the equa-

toriai belt.

I
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1. INTIODUC'ION

Solar radiation passes through the atmosphere with but modeate

absorption on its way, so it is delivered principally to tme solid &-d

liquid surfaces of the earth. The atmosphere obtains its heat supply

mainly by the flux of laug-wave radiation and the flux of turbulent

heat (and latent heat) from below.

This report is concerned with the influence upon the atmospheric

circulation of the long-term variability of the tropical U.eat supply --

especially that of the equatorial belt of thu Pacific Ocean where the

greatest area of highly variable sea-surface temperature is found.

Austin (1960) showed that a sajor ri-e of i-Zaclfic equstorial sea

temperature that occurred in 1957 was not serely a superficial phenom-

enon but extended down to the ther~ocline and, therefore, must have

been due to a temporary cesstion of the norm]l equatorial upwelling.

Following empirical studies by Ichiye and Petersen (1963), Bjerknes

(1966, "-969), and Krueger and Gray (1969) have shown how the variations

i equatorial sea-surface temperature regularly are accmpanied by var-

iations in the ocean-to- tuosphere heat flux which, in turn, have far-

reaching consequences for the pattern and intensity of the atmospheric

circulatim. The present paper vill elaborate some further aspects of

this 1ong-term large-scale ocean/atmoephere interaction.

Dietrich's (1957) global sap of sea surface temperatuce is shown

in Fig. 1. The mapp-d quantity is the long-term aver'e deviatioo of

see surfa. temperature from its latitude overage . The Pacific Ocean

exhibits the largest area of subnormal temperature observe anywherw

in the global tropical belt. On the average it extends from the South

American coast along the equator to somewhat past the detalitse, -I dis-

tance more than a quarter of the circwtference of zire earth. The equa-

torial temperature deficiency of the surface vater -if South America

is about 8C and lesens gradually wstve art . Tre cause of the teepere-

turv deficiency is pertly the cold vacter supplied by r1, Humboldt Cur-

rent from southern -ourceas, &id4. by upvelling aloag the Chilean and

Petvian coast. g -an more important, though, is the upwelling aloi

10,000 ki, more or less, of the Pacific equator.
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The upwelling in the open ocean along the equator is due to the

prevailing easterly winds. In addition to he westward drift produced

by these winds, a diverging Ekman drift is maintained, to the right

north of the equator and to the left south of the equator, so as to

pump upwelling water to the surface at the equator. So long as this

process continues uninterruptedly, more and more upwelling water gathers

at the surface and spreads sideways from the equator until a tongue of

cold water is established as wide as that shown in Fig. 1.

The equatorial upwelling is to some extent self-amplifying because

it k-ps the eastern end of the equatorial belt several degreen colder

than the western end. This east/west temperature contraft in the ocean

causes the same sense of horizontal temperature gradient to prevail in

the lower atmosphere. A thermal circulption in the atmosphere, with

sinking air over the eastern parL and rising air over the western part

of the eq-atorial Pacific, therefore becomes a quai-permanent link of

the atmospheric circulation and converts potential energy into an incre-

ment of kinetic energy of the equatorial easterly winds. This, in turn,

feeds bxck into increasing equatorial upwelling.

s the ocean/Ftophere Interaction may also operate in tMe oppo-

site s-%.e. If, fsr Instance, the equatorial ePcceries Q're in the

phase of decre ie in their seasonal cycle, the upwoelling wil atto

satically dkcrease too. This lessens the ocean4c east/we:t tenperAture

contrast along the equator and deprives the easterly w.v.ds of the ki-

netic energy ... crewmn': described abcve. Consequenrly, an accelerated

decrease of the easterlies takes place which moy ultimately leid to a

cala, or tr light variable winds, at the equator with the obvio,is re-

sult that the upwaelling vanishes and war* water converges on the eqt..-L

tor from the north and the south.

r
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II. THE RECORD OF PACIFIC EQUATORIAL UPWELLING

AND ITS FEEDBACK UPON THE ATMOSPHERE

Canton Island, 20481 S, 17143' W, provides an interesting record

of sea-temperature variations, which is shown for the period 1950 to

1967 in Fig. 2. Host of the time the waters originating from the equa-

torial upwelling reach to Canton Island and maintain there a relabively

cool 27* to 28°C, but during several short periods the upwelling influ-

ence weaken& enough, or ceases altogether, so as to permit monthly av-

eraged values in the 29* to 30C range to occur. During the 196(-'s a

quasi-biennial temperatur. oscillation operated for a while, with maxi- 4

ma toward the ead of 1963 znd 1965 and minima in late 196k and 1964

as well as in early 1967.

The Canton Island air temperature (dashed curve in Fig. 2) follows

the major trends of the sea temperature, but deviates less from itsI

average value. Hence, during periods of cole water the air is warmer

than the sea, whereas in periods of warm water the air is colder than

the sea. The letter condition leads to strong vertical convection in

the atmosphere and, since moisture is readily availole, also to rain

(shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2). In November 1963 the sea tem-

rerature had just barely exceeded that of the air, and the heavy rain

did not start until December. In 1965 the whole second half of the

year had a sea temperature well in excess of the air temperature and

abundant rain resulted. The periods of cold water can be seen to have

had much less rain. These semiarid conditions are well represented by

November 1962, 1964, and 1966.

The quasi-biennial oscillation of the 1960's can also be seen in

the smoothed pLessr-e time-series of Djakarta, Indonesia, as presented

in Fig. 3 together with the sea surface temperature record of Canton

Island and a supporting sea surface temperature curve derived From the

logs of ships crossing the equator on their Honolulu to Samua track.

The fact that sea-level pressure at Djakarta changes in phase with mid-

Pacific equatorial sea temperature, about one earth quadrant away, in-

dicates that very long-distance teleconnections operate along the equa-

torial belt. Figure 3 shows that by selecting November as a test month

lI
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3. Walker's "Southern Oscillation" from 1955 to 1965 represented by
6-month overlapping averages of Djakarta monthly pressure anomalies
(dashed curve continues with Singapore data). On same time seale:

the monthly sea temperature at Canton Island (from Fig. 2) and the
sea temperature at 165 ° W on the equator measured during individual
ship crossings. The greater amount of short-period fluctuations
shown in 1958-59 results merely from a greater frequency of ship
crossings in those years.
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in the following maps and diagrams we gain the advantage of testing the

telecorAections at their phases of maximum response to the oscillating

heating function at the equator.

On the November sea-li /el pressure maps, Figs. 4 through 8, the

biennial oscillation manifests itself in a west/east oscillation of

the point of lowest pressure at the equator. In November 1962, 1964,

and 1966 that point was near New Guinea, whereas in November 1963 and

1965 the low-pressure area extended farther eastward over the Pacific.

A further important consequence of this oscillation can be seen in a

stronger pressure gradient for the early wirter monsoon over aist Asia

in 1962, 1964, and 1966 than in the years 1963 and 1965.

Figure 9 shows an example of how the equatorial wind pattern changes

interannually, namely between November 1964, when the center of lowest

pressure was at the western tip of New Guinea (130" E), and November 1965,

when the pressure low was near Cantor sland (170' W). The zonal windI component as a function of height ir entered in Fig. 9 at six near-

equatorial stations, from Africa in the west to South America in the

east, and sketchy streamlines have been drawn. In November 1964, Pacific

equatorial surface easterlies meet with equatorial surface westerlies

from the Indian Ocean, and join into an updraft over the Indonesian low-

pressure center, while in the upper troposphere the winds diverge from

the updraft. Corresponding downdrafts are over the eastern equatorial

Pacific and over the western Indian Ocean. I propose to designate the

resulting Pacific and Indian Ocean circulation cells together "Walker

Circulations" in memory of Sir Gilbert Walker, one-time director of the

Indian meteorological service. He discovered what he called the "South-

ern Oscillation," which in my suggested Interprttation is represented

by the vacillation back and forth between the flow pattens exemplified

in Fig. 9 by the two extrame types of November 1964 and 1965.

The November 1965 flow pattern maintains the Walker Circulation

cells over the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, but that over the

Pacific has shrunk back so as to occupy only the eastern half of the

ocean. Ocean upwelling can be assued to persist in that part although

at Canton Island it has ceased. Both Canton Island and Singapore record
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9. Quasi-equatorial profiles across the Indian and Pacific Oceans of
average air flow in November 1964 and November 1965, based on
ra-wind measurements at Abidjan 5015 ' N, 3056 ' W, Nairobi 118' S,
36045 ' E, Gan 0042 ' S, 73010 ' E, Singapore 1021 ' N, 103054 ' E,
Canton Island 2048 ' S, 171043 ' W, and Bogota 4042 ' N, 7409 ' W.
Sense of vertical component, w, is inferred from the assumption
that 3u/ax is numerically larger than av/ay. L marks position
of minimum sea-level pressure at the Pacific equator. Ocean up-
welling extends from L eastward to the coast of South America.
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quite light zonal wind components in the lower tropospiers, and the

whole stretch b-tween those two stationp can be assumed to have dolJrum

conditions without such superimposed large-%cale zonrl flow. With

these slack winds, and no ipuelling, the central and western equatorial

Pacific must have warmfd, and the resultirl penetrative atmopheric

convection mac be operating under optimum zcoxtitionz.

The two-dimensional stream'.inea in F.4. 9 shauld of coArse not be

construed a representing strictly i.o-&d.musional air trajectories.

For one thing, the Asian sonsoons at the surface, and their upper counc-

erflow, cut through the equatorial plane. Such transequatorial flow is,

however, less pronounce* in V.:veubtr thn in midwinter and ridatamer.

Mtvrthelass, eddies of -,arious scales are a%raged in'- the large-scale

flow patarns of Fig. 9 resulting in sm air exchange between the

Walker Circulations aud the adjacent Hadley Circulations.

The temperature soundinag for November 1964 and 1965 in Fig. 10

and the mape in Figs. 11 and 12 are "electcd to illustrate s-ut of these

air-as problem.

Canton Island in Noveber 1944 has an average cwow~ung with a ata-

le layer between M0 ab and 700 ub. The air mass below the stable

layer has travelled over long i1stances in ctouact with co-41 upwolli-$

vater* asW before that has kha a hoory of entering the Walker Circu-

lation from the tredevinde of the souLhemt Pazific Hadley Ctrculatioti.

Th. concept of the Madley Circulations Ic based on the vell-esteb-
lished iat that the tradewinds hom !i systectit component toward the
equator and that upper wnds must provide an approxiuacely equal %e
flow way from the equator. On a nont-tating earth the air orbits o:
the Hdley Circulations could simply havw been contained in neridfonri
planes, but on the rotating 4arth the orb.ts are t-.ltin and have their
higest point. far vest of their loest point. In norisontal rroioction
the HMdley Circutation air orbits are therefore anticyclotic and corre-
spond .o the siveral subtropical anticyclones alvwys observed on tne
synoptic pressure map3. T. a axis cf such Halley anticycloe it on
the average t,. be fornd at 30" N or S at see eval. aith increasing
height the axis of each antic. clone in found fa-ther west and closer
to. but never quite reacting, th-, equato:.

it follows from Fig. 9 that where the Walker Circulation maintain*
dom mard air motion the Hadley Circulations do not reach the equator.
h ere the air is rising ti e Jalker and Hadley Circulations run parallel

and air may 6e exchanSed between them.
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qhtp 4 30' N, I4O' W. Dsahoi curves a:* saturation adiabats .aum-
bared vith the temperature at their interseccion with the OvK)b

Ceuto. 11and shov4 between 850 mb and 700 mb a stable layer In
November 1964 and no such staility in November 1 . Hi15 . on the
other hand, shave intrersing iow-trapospheric st¢bility from 1964
to 1965 as the upper troposphere war* up with air advected fron
the equator. Ship N sondinp, north of Intensifying vesterly jet
stream, have ooled off from '96. to 1965 whik those of Hilo iave
warmed up.
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The Canton Island air above the stable layer is very dry, indicative

of a history of sinking motion within the eastern part of the Pacific

Walker Circulation. The upper-tropospheric air above 500 mb originates

from the updraft over Indonesia at the western end of the Pacific Walk-

er Circulation; and between 500 mb and sea level the air is heading to-

ward that updraft, gradually warming up from below while travelling

toward warmer ocean.

By November 1965 the updraft has been shifted to the mid-Pacific,

and the Canton Island sounding for that month illustrates the thermal

structure of the updraft air column. The stable layer her cisappeared,

and conditional instability extends from sea level through the major

portion of the troposphere. That means that rising cloud towers, or

meso-scale clusters of such clouds, can remain warmer than the environ-

ment and therefore accelerate upward by buoyancy. At the top of the

updraft the air can either return eastward and remain in the Pacific

Walker Circulation, or go wesard to the Walker Circulation cell above

the Indien Ocean, or part of it may branch off into the upper part of

the Hadley Circulations of the northern and southern hemispheres. The

latter alternative seem to have been representei to a considerable ex-

tent in November 1965 as indicated by the big rise of upper-tropospheric

temperature from 1964 to 1965 in the soundings from Hilo, Hawaii, at 20*

N, shown in Fig. 10 (and likewise in subtropical soundings south of the

equator, not entered in Fig. 10).

Figure 12 charts the possible trajectories in November 1965 for the

air having ascended to the 200mb level and then having branched off into

the anticyclonic Hadley Circulations of either hemisphere, whereas Fig.

11 shows the antecedent conditions in November 1964 when no such branch-

ing took place over the mid-Pacific. Both Figs. 11 and 12 show the ad-

ditional symmetrical western pair of 200mb anticyclones centered, re-

spectively, near the Philippines and over northern Australia. Those

upper high-pressure system are associated with the semipermanent Hadley

Circulations that receive their heat supply from the permanently warm

Inronsian waters and land masses, whereas the corresponding mid-Pacific

upper anticyclones owe their existence to the Hadley Circulations devel-

oping in 1965 supported by the enhanced heat supply made available over

the equatorial waters of the west and middle Pacific.
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But the tropical warming, and the inherent raising of the 200b

isobaric surface from 1964 to 1965, extended such farther; actually it

went around the globe. In Pigs. 11 and 12 the change of the 20Omb

height from one year to tha next is contoured by dashed isolines at

lQ0-gpu intervals, and the areas of negatiw change from the preceding

November .re marked by shading. The grand pattern emerges of a globe-

circlint lowering of the 200mb surface over the tropical belt from Nov-

ember 1963 to ",jvember 1964 and a rising from November 1964 to November

1965, just in phase with the cooling and subsequent warming of the fac-

ific equatorial waters shown by Canton Island in Fig. 2.

It is suggested that most of the tropical tropospheric heating

trend from Novenbe 1964 to November 1965 is initiated by the increased

ocean-to-atmosphere heat and latent heat supply in the updraft region

between the two Walker Circulations, first over Indonesia il. late 1964

and later spreading over a much larger area of the western and central

equatorial Pacific as the water temperatures there increased. Intensi-

fying joint upward volume transport of the two Walker Circulations ap-

parently calls for imediate increase of the down-drafts over the east

Pacific and the western Indian Ocean, where, than, the thermal equilib-

rwi, between adiabatic heating of sinking air and radiative heat les

geta disturbed in favor of the adiabatic heating. In this way the sur-

plus heating in the updraft (mainly by the heat of condensation) quickly

reaches about two-thirds of the tropical circumference.

The remaininS one-third, extending from the Andes to equatorial

Africa also warued up in phase with the rest of the tropical belt. It

is poasible that the tropospheric warming in that sector may have arisen

in the equatorial Atlantic in analogous fashion as over the Pacific, but

the Atlantic variability of sea temperature at the equator is known to

be smaller and confined to a much smiller area thi 4- *P 'acific, so

it umet be of secondary importapce in shaping the g1ob, toospberlc

circulation. Inter-annual variability of heat supply frem equatorial

Brasil and equatorial Africa my therefore have been more important but

As demnstrated also for the subsequest equatorial eooling period
from January 1966 to January 1967, by Krueger and Gray (1969).
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cannot be assessed without further research. The final answer may sim-

ply be that a tropospheric warming, such as that from 1964 to 1965 in-

volving as much as two-thirds of the tropical belt, also must spread to

the remaining one-third because the atmosphere in an equatorial profile

cannot be very baroclinic.

The influence of the 1964 to 1965 tropical heating trend upon the

northward adjacent part of the atmosphere can also be judged from the

200mb map of November 1965 (Fig. 12). The shaded area, extending from

the northeastern Pacific, across North America and the Atlantic, to Eu-

rope, shows 200mb heights lover than in November 1964. This indicates

a strengthening of the westerly winds along the southern edge of the

shaded area, hence within reach of the Hadley Circulations over a 180"

longitude stretch from about 150* W to 30" E. This is what should be

expected from the intensification of the Hadley Circulations in the at-

mosphere over the warmer-than-normal tropical belt.

The Hadley Circulations feed air of high angular mamentus to the

subtrnpical westerly jet stream while feeding air of low angular m'men-

tun in lower layers to the tropical easterlies. The 200mb.mp of November

1965 shows more activity of that kind than that of November 1964, par-

ticularly, as described, over the western Pacific, but possibly also

over the less well-monitored parts of the tropical belt over South

America and Africa.

The stationary waves in the middle latitue upper westerlies were

also rather different on the two November map. In November 1964 only

two major troughs stood out: (1) over east Asia connected with the ac-

tivity of the north Pacific polar front between the cold continent and

the wars Kuroshio and (2) over Vowfoundlmnd related to the north Atlan-

tic polar front between the cold continent and the warm Gulf Stream.

In November 1965 the abnormal weraog of the equatorial umd-Pacific has

produced the Hdley anticyclone south of Hawaii, =W douuuuad repercus-

alone from it in the westerlies maintain the three trmuhs: (1) off tbe

west coast of North Amrica, (2) over eastern North America, sad (3) over

western Europe.

The November 1965 polar-front ativity Ui consequently affected in

a different way over the two northern oteans. The Pacific polar front
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disturbances, under the influence of pressure build-up of the mid-

Pacific anticyclone, move farther northward than normal and maintain

8 deep lo ier the Bering Sea, 40 farther vest and 5 farther north

than the more normal position of the Aleutian Low shown in November

1964. Meanwhile, the Atlantic polar-front disturbances follow in 1965

the westerly upper-tropospheric jet stream from North America to the
Mediterranean. The resulting asymmetry about the polar axis makes the

polar high move to Greenland and the low normally near Iceland is dis-

placed to the British Isles.

All these large-scale re-arrangements within the atmosphere seem

to be logical teleconnections of the increase in Lhe heat supply from

the equatorial Pacific Ocean. It may be added that even the Arctic

Ocean felt the impact by way of the southeasterly winds in Lhe Beaufort

Sea, alleviating the ice blockade of the Alaskan and the arctic Cana-

dian coasts; and the northeasterly winds in the Atlantic sector, worsen-

in% the ice blockade of eastern Greenland and northtrn Iceland.
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III. SUMMATION

The main subject matter of this report -- the large-scale atmo-

spheric teleconnecticns emanating from the equatorial Pacific - is, of

course, not adequately covered by dealing with just one case illustrated

by the difference between November 1964 and November 1965. Many more

cases in different years and seasons should be analyzed to strengthen

and to expand the initial npi-ical findings presented here, and they

should be tested also by dynamic simulation with electronic computera

powerful enough to treat joint global models of oceans and atmosphere.

On the way to that distant goal many more global data must be

gathered and studied within the grand cooperating schemes of the Inter-

national Decade of Ocean Exploration (IDOE) and the Global Atmospheric

Research Project (GAR?).
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